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Motivation
 Small spacecraft are becoming increasingly complex
 High powered subsystems have significant waste heat
 Radiation is a very weak form of heat transfer
 Small spacecraft are embarking on longer and farther missions
 Deep space is a harsh thermal environment
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Case Studies
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Iris radio photo credit to JPL
Maestro Processor photo credit to NASA
 Iris V2 Radio
– Developed at NASA JPL
– Communicate through Deep Space Network
– 0.5 U volume
– Consumes 35 W transponding
 Maestro Chip
– 49-Core chip developed by Boeing in a DARPA project
– Consumes 20 W in standard configuration
– Will launch on board USC CubeSat in the near future
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Possible Solutions
 Passive Systems
– Uses heat pipes to conduct excess heat to the bus frame
– Bus frame or external panel radiates heat to space
– Requires no power or controller
– Can only adopt the thermal characteristics of its environment
– Risk of too much heat rejection during periods of low load, or insufficient heat rejection during 
burst loads
 Active Systems
– Uses fluid or electro-smart material to transfer excess waste away from sensitive subsystems
– Bus frame or external panel radiates heat to space
– Requires control system to influence heat transfer rate
– Can use the environment to both heat and cool subsystems when desired
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Our Design
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 Deployable radiator panel with microvascular channels
– Vaporization of Sacrificial Components (VaSC) is core technology to making microchannels in 
carbon fiber
 Coolant circulates between heat sources and the radiator
 Support module in 0.5 U space includes:
– Coolant accumulator 
– Circulation pump
– Control electronics
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Previous Work
 Characterized the leak integrity of carbon fiber panels
– Conclusion: Carbon fiber layup was not a leak concern
 Used thermal simulators to identify working fluid candidates 
– Conclusion: Ethylene-Glycol/Water and Dynalene HC-50 proved most effective
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Bench Prototype
 Developed sizing panel 
sizing scheme for a 
given mission
 Model relates thermal 
environment, panel 
area, and maximum 
heat dissipation 
capacity 
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System Design Challenges
 Pump sizing
 Fluid filling procedure
 Power requirements & thermal limitations
 Leaks
– Connecting to the panel 
– Storage for leaks over mission lifetime
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Coolant Management
 Initially tried embedding tubing into carbon fiber
 Many epoxies and tubing materials continued to leak
– Needles
– Steel Tubing
– Teflon Tubing
– Acid Etched Teflon
– High Temperature Epoxy
– Cyanoacrylate 
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Coolant Management
 Developed a face seal connector
 Variants include compression fittings and 
barb fittings
 Solution proved to be leak tight 
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Bench Prototype
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Functionality Tests
 Thermal vacuum testing
– Characterizing pump flow 
– Pressure drop across panel 
 Thermal shock testing
– Leak analysis
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Scheduled Test Flight
 Project Cooling, Annealing, and Pointing Satellite (CAPSat): Funded by 
Undergraduate Student Instrumentation Program
 3U CubeSat testing three independent technologies
 Delivered to NASA summer of 2018 with a fall flight
 Bring system from TRL-6 to TRL-8
 System will not have servo control, radiator will be used for aerodynamic 
stability
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Flight Prototype
 Combine components used in 
bench prototype into 0.5 U form 
factor
 Add an accumulator 
 Configuration needed to be easy 
to deploy and fill with coolant
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Future Work
 Near Goals:
– Characterize and test bench prototype
– Qualify flight prototype through rigorous testing
– Test flight prototype in LEO
• CAPSat Flight Test 2018
 Far Goals:
– Quantify fluid affects on attitude control
– Upgrade system with lessons learned
– Make a modular system for various mission profiles
• Appropriate sizing of components to increase effeciency
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Questions
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VaSC Tech
 Vaporization of Sacrificial Components
 Designed at University of Illinois
 Embedded sacrificial plastic fibers in carbon fiber 
layers (as small as 0.1 mm)
 Vaporize fibers by heating to 200 C under vacuum
 Research to date focused on cooling electric 
vehicle batteries
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a) Sacrificial fibers
c) 3D Bifurcation layout
b) 2D Bifurcation layout
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Thermal Analysis
 Siemens NX Space Systems Thermal
 Flow recirculation loop
– Reservoir tank
– Electronics heat sink
– Radiation panel
 Constraints & Thermal Loads
– Panel radiates to 50 K environment (LEO)
– Thermal load applied to heat sink face
– Steady state analysis
– Constant flow rate
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Test with 60 W thermal load using 50/50 
water/ethylene glycol. Temp range: 7 – 65 C
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Thermal Results
 Coolants are tested over a variety of heat loads and flow rates
 Combination is deemed a “success” if max temp of heat sink is below 80 C
 Promising fluids have largest “success domain”
– 50/50 Water/Ethylene Glycol
– 50/50 Water/Propylene Glycol
– Dynalene HC – 50 
– Dynalene HC – 40 
 Red indicated 2 phase flow 
which is beyond NX
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Heat 
Load 
(W)
Flow Rate (mL/min)
7 14 28 56 84
40 69.94 38.76 26.91 21.93 19.91
60 128.7 83.06 65.09 56.15 52.78
80 178.9 122.1 96.32 84.15 78.53
100 190.4 156 123.8 107.3 99.45
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Leak Test Stand
 Sample is clamped in place with 
two O-ring seals 
 Three main volumes
1. The surrounding volume
2. Above sample volume
3. Bellow sample volume
 Each volume can be vacuum pumped or 
pressurized with tracer fluid (e.g. Helium)
– Vacuum pressure of 1e-6 Torr
 Vacuum line connected to mass 
spectrometer to detect leaks
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Initial Sizing
 Dr. Geubelle and Dr. Tan developed methods to create optimal flow 
configurations
– Conclusion: panel gets within 95% of a perfect conductor
 Developed sizing panel sizing scheme for a given mission
 Ex: Satellite in LEO
– 𝑸𝑬𝑨 + 𝑸𝒊𝒏𝒕 = 𝑸𝒔,𝑬 + 𝑸𝒔,𝒔𝒑
• 𝑸𝑬𝑨 = 𝜶𝑹𝒂𝑬𝑰𝒔𝑨𝑹
• 𝑸𝒔,𝑬 = ℇ𝑹,𝑬𝝈𝑨𝑹(𝑻𝒔
𝟒 − 𝑻𝑬
𝟒)
• 𝑸𝒔,𝒔𝒑 = ℇ𝑹,𝒔𝒑𝝈𝑨𝑹(𝑻𝒔
𝟒 − 𝑻𝒔𝒑
𝟒 )
– 𝑻𝒔 =
𝟏
𝝈𝑨𝑹 ℇ𝑹,𝒔𝒑+ ℇ𝑹,𝑬
𝜶𝑹𝒂𝑬𝑰𝒔𝑨𝑹 + 𝑸𝒊𝒏𝒕 + ℇ𝑹,𝒔𝒑𝝈𝑨𝑹𝑻𝒔𝒑
𝟒 + ℇ𝑹,𝑬𝝈𝑻𝑬
𝟒
𝟏
𝟒
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Bench Prototype
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Flight Qualification Tests
 Vibration test in P-Pod Deployer
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 Thermal vacuum testing
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Flight Prototype
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